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With the popularity of mobile devices, such as mobile phone, people's way of 
life has been changing with each passing day. With the emergence and popularization 
of Wechat, and the drawbacks of the traditional merchant appointment system, the 
reservation system based on WeChat public platform emerges as the times require. 
This paper is based on the previous studies, which related to a large and 
reservation platform system and WeChatdevelopment platform. In order to cater 
to WeChat features and merchant’s specific need, this paper is based on the 
framework of Django system design and implementation of a set of reservation 
system based on WeChat.This system includes four models, such as, the customer 
information management, the basic functions of WeChat’s management, the 
management of basic reservation function, and the management of expansion 
reservation function. This system also designed relevant function sequence diagram, 
database table structure and so on. Furthermore, this paper gave a detailed 
introduction to the design process of the system. In this paper, the implementation 
process of the system was reflected by showing the realization of system function, and 
program flow page screenshots. The functional testing process of the system was 
explained by the way of a design system test case; the system test results were 
illustrated here as well. 
The successful operation of the system guarantees the quality of the business 
reservation, improving the level of businesses service; enhancing the customer 
experience; what’s more, it also has positive effects on the efficiency of the merchant 
reservation and convenient services. 
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